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NASA/DOD EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS
BASED ON END-TO-END LOADING OF PAYLOADS
By Richard Kincade, Michael Donahoo,
and William Pruett
1.0 SUMMARY
This report is the first of two documents written to present
optimized Earth Orbit Shuttle traffic models for the years 1979 through
1990 and will partially fulfill the requirements of reference 1 for
NASA/DOD traffic model and fleet sizing analyses. The traffic models
contained herein satisfy the requirements that two separate cases be
analyzed--first, a DOD or foreign developed resuable tug will be avail-
able in 19T9j and second, expendable boosters will be used through the
year 198U with a NASA developed resuable tug available in 1985. The tug
characteristics are the same for either case. Both traffic model cases
consider only end-to-end stacking of the satellites on the tug. A
second traffic model will be defined in another internal note with the
major, difference between the two documents being the change in the mode
of cargo loading. For the later analysis all cargo will be loaded side-
by-side.
The reason for analyzing the two different methods of loading is
that although the groundrules of reference 1 state that the number of
payloads on any one Earth Orbit Shuttle mission should not exceed three
and that these payloads may be stacked either end-to-end or side-by-side,
they do not specify what loading method should be used in defining the
traffic models.
Previous analyses have indicated that because the satellites are
usually deployed separately with a phasing maneuver between deployments,
side-by-side loadings are apt to present more problems than end-to-end
stacking. Very little is known about what e.g. limits the tug will have,
what the tug's gimbal limits will be for alining the thrust through the
e.g., the amount of loading the tug structure can withstand and what
affect these factors will have on tug loadings. Another factor which
could preclude side-by-side loading is an increase in the diameters of
the satellites. These increases may occur in the future and will probably
affect the majority of the payloads.
Although the above reasons for end-to-end loading of payloads on the
tug appear to be valid, side-by-side stacking should not be completely
eliminated from any future planning. Side-by-side loadings could save
a number of EOS flights and, therefore, reduce the cost of the program
significantly. It is not intended that either of the two documents
recommend one loading method over the other. Each of the two loading
methods are analyzed using the same groundrules with the reader free to
determine which mode of cargo loading should be used in future planning.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
To obtain the most economical usage of the EOS, it is imperative
that the maximum number of missions should be accomplished with the
minimum number of EOS flights. A number of traffic models and fleet
sizing studies are anticipated prior to actual mission planning for the
EOS program. The purpose of this report is to present optimized EOS
traffic models associated with two possible reusable tug availability
dates and end-to-end loading of satellites on the tug or booster using
the NASA and DOD payload information obtained from OSSA, Space Station,
and DOD mission models generated specifically for this purpose.
At the time this traffic model was being defined the DOD was updating
their mission models; therefore, this report does not reflect the official
DOD program.. However, the DOD missions used in this report and contained
in reference 2 are considered to be representative.
J.O SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ABES Air Breathing Engine Subsystem
DOD Department of Defense
EOS Earth Orbit Shuttle
fps feet per second
h height of apogee
a
h height of perigee
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
n. mi. nautical miles
QMS Orbital Maneuvering System
OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications
AV change in velocity
b'O GROUND RULES
The missions of the traffic models vere combined into EOS payloads
according to the groundrules defined in reference 1 and listed below:
a. NASA and HOD missions shall be flown separately.
b. The maximum number of payloads carried on a single mission
should not exceed three.
c. The payloads should be integrated into the EOS cargo compartment
either end-to-end or side-by-side. Payloads should not be stacked atop
each other.
d. Each mission needing an energy stage for payload placement
requires a dedicated EOS flight.
e. The EOS capability to be used is presented in figure 1. The
preferred mode of operation is with ABES on and QMS propellent equivalent
to 1500 fps in the tanks. Those missions on which QMS or ABES must be
offloaded to gain necessary capability should be identified.
f. The first 10 EOS flights are not to be analyzed. These flights
will be identified in detail by the NASA Headquarters.
g. Starting with NASA flight number 5 and DOD flight number 3 in
1979, the choice of payloads is to be based on the NASA priorities defined
in table I. The DOD missions are to be selected from reference 2, with
the mission at the bottom of the table having the highest priority and
the mission at the top of the page (first part of the alphabet) having
the lowest priority.
h. It should be assumed that the EOS has the capability to fly all
payloads starting in 1982.
5.0 DISCUSSION
The EOS, as it is presently designed, has the capability (figure 1
defines payload weight as a function of inclination) to accomplish, without
the assistance of a boost stage, a little more than half of the NASA flights
planned for the period from 197& through 1990 with these flights encompassing
Space Station, sortie, automated spacecraft, man-tended spacecraft and non-
NASA (excluding DOD) missions. Based on the DOD information supplied
for this study, approximately kO percent of the DOD flights are assumed
to require booster or tug assistance.
In previous traffic models, kick stages such as the Centaur, Agena
and Fv7-4s or a reusable tug have been used for satellite placement when
the EOS did not hav.e the capability. These studies have assumed that
the tug could take 10 000 pounds to an equatorial geosynchronous orbit
from the basic EOS 100 n. mi. circular orbit inclined 28.5° and then
return empty to the EOS. The request made in reference 1 specifies that
all traffic models shall be designed using a tug with half this capability
(the capability curves for this tug are presented in figure 2) and that
boosters shall be employed for those years in which the tug is not avail-
able .
Another difference between the traffic models for this report and
others derived in the past will be found in the methods used in determining
the total payload weight. Other traffic models assumed the tug carried
a full load of fuel for every mission in order to insure that there would
be enough propellant for any required phasing and terminal rendezvous
maneuver. Minimum fuel usage computations assume that transfers from
one orbit to another are the only maneuvers that are required.
Although neither maximum nor minimum fuel consumption presents a
truly accurate account of the number of EOS flights required, minimum
fuel loadings would be more nearly correct because it is not envisioned
that large amounts of propellant will be needed for phasing and rendezvous
maneuvers. Therefore, minimum fuel usage is assumed in this study for all
tug flights.
The above tug data plus the groundrules presented in section U.O
constitute the basis for the two traffic model studies described in this
report. For both models, every attempt is made to combine payloads with
similar-inclination and destination characteristics. Lengths, diameters
and weights of the cargo are also prime factors in the combination process
(the cargo bay dimensions are 15 X 60 feet while the maximum payload which
can be carried to the low earth parking orbit varies according to the
inclination of the orbit). Combination of two identical satellites is
not done unless specifically called for in the mission models of refer-
ence 1 or, if necessary, to keep the EOS flights at a minimum. At no
time is a combination of a NASA and DOD payload allowed. Very little is
known about either NASA or DOD packaging and mounting factors; and
therefore, these items are not considered in the end-to-end stacking
combinations. In the years when the tug is available, booster stages
are used only when the tug does not have the capability to place the
payload in orbit.
The number of EOS flights planned for the years 1978 through 198!
(table II) limits the number of missions which can be performed by the
EOS during this period. The first 10 flights, U in 1978 and 6 in 1979,
are to be defined in detail by NASA Headquarters and are not included
in the traffic models but are shown in some of the tables presenting
total EOS flights.
Because the number of EOS flights required for the 1978 through
198l period greatly exceeds the maximum number of flights planned, the
OSSA priorities listed in table I are used as the basis for NASA payload
selection. The highest priority for DOD missions starts at the bottom
of the DOD payload characteristics and frequencies table of reference 2
and works up the table with the mission listed at the top having the
lowest priority. If all DOD missions could not be accommodated on the
limited number of flights, an attempt is made to include at least one of
each type.
After the year 1981, no restrictions are placed on the number of
EOS flights, thus an unlimited traffic model exists for the period from
1981 through 1990. The frequencies and payload characteristics of the
DOD and NASA mission models are presented in reference 2 and table. Ill, .
respectively.
The amount of propellant used determines the tug life. In this
study, the tug is considered to be expended after 500 000 pounds of
propellant have been consumed by the tug engines. As mentioned
previously, minimum tug fuel consumption is assumed for each flight
of these traffic models. Actual fuel usage considering all station-
keeping, phasing, transfer and other rendezvous and docking maneuvers
will increase the fuel usage but is impossible to calculate at the
present time since the missions are so ill defined. The addition of
the tug fuel necessary to perform these maneuvers should not increase
the number of tugs expended significantly. The boosters are flown with
the fuel tanks full in order to keep computation time to a minimum.
-For sun synchronous payload placements by the tug, the EOS is placed
in a 90° inclination orbit and the tug makes the plane changes. If the
EOS were to take the payload to the sun synchronous orbit inclination
then the amount of QMS propellant that has to be offloaded would exceed
the amount of tug propellant consumed, thus reducing the efficiency of
the EOS. The EOS makes the plane changes for FW-US payload placement
because the FW-4S is so light.
The characteristics of the reusable tug along with those for the
various non-reusable booster stages are presented in table IV. The tug
data was extracted from reference 1 while booster information was obtained
from reference 3. Figure 2 defines the tug payload capability as a
function of AV.
The actual combination of payloads, both NASA and DOD, for end-to-
end loadings are defined in tables V and VI for the tug availability dates
of 1979 and 1985, respectively. It should be noted that the EOS flights
of these tables would not necessarily be flown in the order presented.
Expediency in selecting the payloads and simplicity of the methods used
in the analysis dictated the order in which the flights are presented in
these tables.
Tables V and VI.are further reduced to the number of EOS flights and
the total number of payloads associated with these flights (table VII).
The number of EOS flights by inclination (table VIII), the total payload
taken to orbit (table IX), the energy stages required (table X), and the
number of EOS flights per year (table XI) are tabulated for information.
The traffic models indicate that when the tug will be in service
starting in 1979, 8ll missions are accomplished on 670 EOS flights. Of
these 670 flights, ^52 carry NASA payloads (^ >6h missions) while 218 carry
DOD payloads (2^ 7 missions). Combinations of NASA and DOD payloads are
not permitted, and therefore, are not attempted. One hundred and ninety-
four of the U52 NASA flights and 98 of the 218 DOD flights require tugs.
The traffic model for the second tug availability date of 1985
consists of 6k2 EOS flights (852 missions), and these flights are relegated
to U30 flights for the 578 NASA missions and 212 flights for the 25U DOD
missions. Tugs are used on 110 of the NASA flights and 53 of the DOD
flights. The first 10 EOS flights are not included in any of the above
numbers.
The first traffic model requires the expenditure of 12 tugs for
NASA missions (table X). Eleven of these 12 are expended because the
tug does not have the AV capability to return to the EOS after satellite
placement. However, this is not as big a waste of tugs as it might first
appear because if the tugs that are expended in the traffic model could
return to the EOS, 11 tugs would still have to be retired based on
500 000 pounds of fuel consumption constituting the retirement of a tug.
DOD missions result in the expenditure of six tugs, all resulting from
500 000 pounds propellant usage. Totalling the two organizations tug
expenditures together, 18 tugs are expended.
When the tug is not used until 1985, H tugs are required to be
expended with NASA and DOD missions accounting for eight and three tugs,
respectively. All eight of the tugs expended for the NASA flights are
attributed to the tug not having the capability for a round trip (six
tugs would be retired by the fuel usage requirement even if'all eight
of the tugs could be returned). All DOD tug expenditures result from
normal tug retirement.
In the event the weight of the tug plus satellites exceeds the
nominal designed payload capabilities of the EOS, either QMS propellent
is offloaded or the ABES is removed in order to gain the necessary
capabilities. In this study, it is assumed that QMS propellent off-
loading (maximum offloaded is equivalent to a AV of 600 fps at an
inclination of 28.5° and 500 fps at an inclination of 90°) will be
considered first and the ABES will be removed only if the EOS cannot
perform orbit insertion after QMS propellent reduction.
For the first traffic model, 165 flights (1J2 NASA and 33 DOD)
require offloading of QMS and 13 flights (7 NASA and 6 DOD) cannot be
performed without the removal of the ABES. If the tug does not become
available until 1985, the total number of flights requiring either
offloading of QMS or removal of ABES drops to 91 and 22 for NASA and
DOD, respectively. No flights required both the removal of the ABES
and the offloading of OMS. Table XII further identifies those flights
requiring the removal of the ABES or offloading of the OMS propellent.
6.0 COMMENTS
When the tug is available in 1979 approximately 30 percent of
the EOS flights carrying NASA cargo require either offloading of OMS
propellant or the removal of the ABES to accomplish the flight. The
percentage for DOD flights is approximately 18 percent. For the 1985
availability date, the percentages drop to roughly 20 percent and
10 percent for NASA and DOD, respectively. The reason for these off-
loadings is that large amounts of tug propellant are necessery to piece
the satellites in orbit. This is especielly true for equatoriel geosyn-
chronous orbits where hO 000 to ^ 9 000 pounds of propellant are required
for a round trip and the maximum weight the EOS can take to the 100 n. mi.
circular orbit at a 28.5° inclination without OMS fuel reduction or ABES
removal is 50 000 pounds. Although not nearly as much propellant is
required for a polar or sun synchronous orbit, the situation is just as
bad for these high inclination orbits since the inert weight of the tug
is-approximately one half of the payload capability of the EOS with the
ABES on and full OMS AV fuel loading.
There is probably no way the tug characteristics can be changed
such that less fuel is needed for the equatorial geosynchronous orbits.
However, it does seem feasible to use some small solid stages such as
the W-kS for satellite placements in polar and sun synchronous orbits
since it was found that the size of the tug was the reason that two EOS
flights were often needed to complete these missions. The use of these
small solid stages should save approximately 10 flights over the 12-year
period and would eliminate the necessity for offloading of OMS propellent
or the removal of the ABES for the polar and sun synchronous orbit missions,
Overall, this analysis has attempted to take the groundrules of
reference 1 and define the most optimum traffic models for the two tug
availability dates and end-to-end stacking of the NASA and DOD payloads.
A similar report containing side-by-side loadings is forthcoming shortly.
No recommendations are made as to which method of payload integration on
the tug should be planned for in the future. The decision on which mode
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TABLE II.- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF EOS FLIGHTS WHICH















aThe flights for the year 1978 will be defined
by NASA headquarters.
bFour of the NASA flights and two of the DOD
flights will be defined by NASA headquarters for the
year 1979.
TABLE III - NASA AND NON-NASA (EXCLUDING DOD) PAYLOAD
CHARACTERISTICS AND FREQUENCIES






































Solar orbit pair synchronous
Solar orbit pair 1 A.U.
Optical interferometer pair






Large solar observatory (LSO)
LSO revisits






















































































































































































































































































































































































Polar earth resources satellite







































TABLE III.- NASA AND NON-NASA (EXCLUDING DOD) PAYLOAD
CHARACTERISTICS AND FREQUENCIES - Continued


































































































































































































































































Manned work platform sortie















































































TABLE III.- NASA AND NON-NASA (EXCLUDING DOD) PAYLOAD












































































































































Cosmic ray laboratory Parti











































































































































U. S. domestic communication
Foreign domestic communication
Navigation and traffic control








































































































































































TABLE IV.- CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REUSABLE
TUG, CENTAUR, AGENA, AND FW-^ S
Maximum propellent
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1979 - Continued














































i>ayloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
OMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
to place this payload in a 100-n. mi. circular orbit.
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1979 - Continued








































a^yloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
ABES will have to be removed to place this payload in a 100-n. mi.
circular orbit.
°OMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1979 - Continued















































Payloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
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a^yloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
QMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED

























































Fayloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
QMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
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i'ayloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
QMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1979 - Continued



















































are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
OMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
to place this payload in a 100-n. mi. circular orbit.
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
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a^yloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
ABES will have to be removed to place this payload in a 100-n. mi.
circular orbit.
COMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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TABLE V.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED-FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
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a^yloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
QMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
to place this payload in a 100-n. mi. circular orbit.
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TABLE V. - EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - TUG USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1979 - Concluded














































aPayloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
bOMS must be offloaded in order for the EOS to have the capability
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BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
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BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
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TABLE VI.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - KICK STAGES USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1985 - Continued
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TABLE VI.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - KICK STAGES USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1985 - Continued
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TABLE VI.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - KICK STAGES USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1985 - Continued
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TABLE VI.- EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE TRAFFIC MODELS - KICK STAGES USED FOR AV
BEYOND EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE CAPABILITY WITH PAYLOADS LOADED
END-TO-END AND TUG AVAILABLE IN 1985 - Concluded






























































JPayloads are defined in classified addendum (ref. 2).
Since the tug becomes available in 1985, EOS flights for years
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TABLE VIII.- NUMBER OF EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS BY INCLINATION














































































































^or sun synchronous orbits, the EOS carries the tug plus pay load
to a 100-n. mi. circular orbit at an inclination of 90° and the tug is
used to make the plane change.
Two flights contain a 30° payload combined with a 28.5° payload.
Many DOD flights do not have an inclination defined; thus the total number
of flights for this table does not correspond to values found in other
sections of the report.
TABLE VIII.- NUMBER OF EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS BY INCLINATION - Continued


















































































TABLE VIII.- NUMBER OF EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
BY INCLINATION - Continued























































































































aTwo flights contain a 30° payload combined with a 28.5° payload.
One flight contains a sun synchronous payload.
CThree flights contain a 30° payload combined with a 28.5° payload.
dOne flight contains a 30° payload combined with two 28.5° payloads.
Many DOD flights do not have an inclination defined; thus the total number
of flights for this table does not correspond to values found in other
sections of the report.
78
TABLE VIII.- NUMBER OF EARTH ORBIT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
BY INCLINATION - Continued
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TABLE IX.- TOTAL PAYLOAD TO ORBIT (LB) - Continued
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TABLE IX.- TOTAL PAYLOAD TO ORBIT (LB) - Concluded
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